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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Qualification of employees who operate technological processes directly influences the safety of 

production. However, the employees’’ qualification cannot completely exclude human factor. 

Today, there are many technologies that can minimize or eliminate human factor impact on 
production safety ensuring. The augmented reality technology is an example of this technology. 

Nowadays, the augmented reality technologies and industrial technologies integration process moves 

to a new level of development. These technologies have huge experience, which has been 
accumulated in a long period of time. -This new level turns available by this experience combination 

and integration; it brings additional profit to the enterprise and can be a basis for completely new 

technologies. This paper shows an example of combination of augmented reality technology and oil 
pumps maintenance. For researching of efficiency of augmented reality system for oil pump 

maintenance, the laboratory unit with Grundfos vertical electric centrifugal pump (CR15-4 A-FGJ-

AE-HQQE) was used. The laboratory unit is a physical model of one of the continuous oil processes. 
The oil pump of this laboratory unit is object of this research. The algorithm of servicing of oil pump 

was developed. The test of system and algorithms were carried out with four groups of people: the 

first one had only instructions to use on hand, the second one only used the internal recommendations 

of the system, the third one used only the help of an expert, and the fourth used internal 

recommendations and, if necessary, contacted the expert. The results show the efficiency and 

actuality of augmented reality technology for maintenance of industrial equipment, especially for the 
equipment operated in remote Arctic conditions.  

doi: 10.5829/ije.2020.33.08b.20
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
Oil and gas industry is a large, dynamic and complex 

sector that offers great employment opportunities for a 

large number of people all over the world. The oil and 

gas industry’s prosperous development or retention will 

depend on the latest technological achievements 

implementation. Therefore, recently, it has been 

proposed to implement the augmented reality 

technologies in oil industry [1]. 

Analysts believe that production upgrading in the oil 

and gas industry is possible by the introduction of 

augmented reality technologies into production process. 

The Extension of capabilities of the oil industry will 

make it possible to find new solutions to the actual topical 
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issues such as exploration and production of hard-to-

recover oil, the sea shelf fields construction, and 

transportation of oil from the Far North (in Russia) [2]. 

The use of augmented reality technology opens up 

medium-term prospects for employee’s safety and 

efficiency improvement, and further with the digital 

double technology development, it would be possible to 

predict technical systems’ failures, giving time for 

response or take measures for repair. 

Any technical system, even the most reliable, requires 

qualified service and repair in case of failure. At the same 

time, due to the complexity and variety of equipment 

used in oil and gas industry, presence of a wide range of 

specialists is necessary. Otherwise, even one element 

failure will cause downtime enhance, which increases 
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proportionally  with the facility remoteness and  logistics 

complexity. 

Elimination of non-production time (equipment 

downtime required for repair and maintenance) is an 

urgent area to reduce costs in oil and gas sector. This is 

especially pronounced in terms of modern realities, when 

the general amount of hydrocarbon reserves includes 

more and more hard-to-recover reserves, and its 

extraction requires significantly more financial, material 

and labor resources [3]. 

According to expert estimates, the Russian oil 

enterprises suffer over 4.5 thousand downtime cases 

every year due to equipment failure. At the same time, 

the equipment repair costs are more than 2.5 billion 

Rubles. In this regard, the company loses the raw 

materials amounting up to 500,000 tons of oil [4]. In 

addition, the lost marginal income is about 3.8 billion 

Rubles. The described problem is gaining weight for the 

Russian oil and gas industry, as exploration and 

production moves to more and more remote and northern 

regions, including Arctic territories, where with the 

technology development, the “maximum automation and 

minimum people” paradigm becomes relevant [5]. 

 -Operation in the remote Arctic territories is 

associated with a number of factors those determine the 

necessity of careful design and maintenance and repair 

measures planning: 

- Short navigation period for marine transport. During 

the summer navigation period, a significant part of cargo 

can be delivered via the Northern Sea Route and river 

transport to such ports as Varandey, Dikson, Dudinka, 

Pevek, Tiksi, etc. Nevertheless, most of the year (up to 

10 months of the year) the Arctic Ocean from Murmansk 

until Sakhalin is covered with ice. It is possible to deliver 

goods and food to the Arctic ports only during two 

months a year. Therefore, careful planning is necessary, 

as well as accounting for the supply of equipment and 

spare parts for remote oil and gas projects; poor 

development of ground communications and 

infrastructure. Despite the availability of waterways, 

most of cargo is delivered to the Yamal Peninsula by 

vehicle and winter roads, which are prepared, rolled snow 

and ice, artificially formed in some areas [6]. 

- Bad weather conditions. It is advisable to transport 

personnel to and from the work place by air or helicopter. 

For the significant distances, it is advisable to organize 

special advanced bases with residential premises, fuel 

and food supplies, because in the Arctic region due to 

storms and severe climatic conditions, non-flying 

weather conditions can last up to several weeks. 

In connection with the above, the most popular 

solution in the field of augmented reality in the near 

future is to provide maintenance personnel with 

technological systems' operating data, equipment design 

and the procedure for its maintenance in case of 

malfunction. If there is not any described solution, then 

the specialists’ remote connection could be applied . He 

will be able to quickly study the collected data, visualy 

inspect the equipment by means of camera in the headset 

and give detailed recommendations for troubleshooting. 

Previously, the situations like this required phone 

connection with specialist, instructions and regulatory 

documents study, as well as long correspondence with 

technical specialists and designers in case of unusual 

situation. 

The oil pump maintenance is one of the important 

measures that can decrease oil pump failures. There are 

three methods of maintenance: by schedule, by operating 

time and by actual state [7]. The maintenance by schedule 

shows which type of equipment and when needs to be 

maintained. In this case the list of equipment specifying 

maintenance periods is issued. So, the positions and time 

periods are previously known. Moreover, the time 

intervals between repairs are strictly defined and do not 

depend on the current state of the equipment. During 

maintenance, according to the actual state, some 

parameters are monitored, and on this basis, it is 

determined whether equipment repair is necessary or not. 

This method of maintenance is the most preferred 

because repairs are carried out only when necessary [8]. 

However, this method of maintenance has a range of 

disadvantages. It is possible that the monitored 

parameters show an incomplete picture, wrong  status of 

the pump. In this case, even after maintenance, the pump 

failure is possible and consequently, production process 

stops.   

According to the statistics of one of the top-ranked oil 

producing companies, electrical centrifugal pumps 

account for 40% of all types of pumps [9]. Figure 1 shows 

the dependence of running hours on the number of pump 

repairs. As we can see this dependence is linear. 

Regardless of the type and brand of pump manufacturers, 

the number of repairs is directly proportional to the 

running time. This means that repair of pump equipment 

is carried out according to the operating time for failure 

and only in rare cases according to their actual condition, 

Figure 1.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. Dependence of the number of repairs on the pump 

capacity (for 6 months operation) 
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Furthermore, according Figure 2, the pump capacity 

is practically independent of average time spent on one 

repair. 

Indirectly, we can conclude that the same type of 

repair operations are not affected at types and capacity, 

and therefore size of pumps. All in all, operator support 

system while repairing pump using template repairing 

function could show operator’s efficiency, Figure 2.  

Most customers are interested in less expensive pumps 

and lower maintenance costs during the pump lifetime. 

They are not interested in expensive pumps. Therefore, 

there is tendency to get more efficient repair. 

The goal of this research is to determine the efficiency of 

implementing augmented reality system into the oil 

pump maintenance process.   

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

In [10], the authors consider a photovoltaic pump station 

management platform using an augmented reality system 

with processing unit image processing (ARIMA) in an 

operator service application. This technological solution 

helps the operator in the station diagnostics and control. 

This support includes application of the augmented 

reality system covering all technological units as well as 

servicing algorithms specification using various modes 

and scenarios. Operational management and the station 

control is achieved by technological units' status 

monitoring in real time to make the workflow safe, 

uninterrupted and comfortable. The disadvantages of the 

authors' solution include the lack of adaptability of the 

user interface for the considered tasks and bulkiness of 

the control and monitoring devices. 

In [11], the authors pay attention to the development 

and integration of virtual and augmented reality in 

hazardous industries, the education quality upgrade in 

educational institutions and training centers. The value of 

the study resides in the approach, which includes  

 

 

 
Figure 2. Dependence of the average repair time on the 

pump capacity  

different points of view of the VR / AR systems 

development dynamics: technical and technological 

features; dangerous situations monitoring; improving 

production processes safety approaches. These 

approaches differ from the traditional ones; they are 

changing and improving with the VR / AR systems 

implementation and development of by sensors and 

diagnostic systems application for operating environment 

where technological operations are strictly carried out by 

personnel in accordance with certain scenarios and 

algorithms [12]. If the scenario was not executed 

according to the given algorithms, the specialists 

evaluated critical deviations from the rated values and 

applied more ergonomic and safe options of the 

equipment monitoring and control and control   

decreasing the influence of human factor. The authors 

note that the study is not a comprehensive one and its 

application is limited only to the construction area and 

further research should be focused on the safe and 

competent management of complex technological 

facilities in other sectors. Also, the study does not cover 

the laboratory studies of applications at the experimental, 

technical and operational levels, as well as the methods 

of influencing and assessment of VR / AR systems 

application in various projects and work scenarios. 

In [13] the authors consider the VR / AR systems 

application in digital twins to improve the connection and 

interaction of physical and virtual realities. Moreover, 

their approach allows to increase the effectiveness of the 

digital twin system based on many sides comparison of 

the AR / VR systems' differences and similarities  in the 

design, production, technological facilities maintenance. 

Based on the created VR and AR solutions in digital 

twins, a structure is proposed for integrating these 

systems into a five-dimensional digital twin, to increase 

the operator's ability to manage large amounts of 

interactive data and production scenarios. The program 

structure is built based on the operator's requirements. 

The concept of constructing AR / VR structures in digital 

twins proposed by the authors is presented as a literature 

review. Just like previous authors, the study lacks its own 

laboratory and experimental studies; therefore, this 

material should be regarded as reference information for 

their own test benches and applications development and 

can be used for solutions search in a particular production 

area. 

In [14-15], the authors consider training VR simulator 

application for operation modeling, diagnostics and 

technological equipment repair. The simulator is 

purposed for oil and gas production sector specialists' 

training aimed to improve the safety and faultless 

production, capital and operating training costs reduction 

by saving on purchase of equipment physical samples for 

staff training. The following disadvantages of the 

equipment's physical version are noted: high risks; 

equipment failures due to specialist errors during 
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preparation; the impossibility of the equipment 

upgrading and the compelled purchase of newer models, 

etc. The authors argue that the training VR simulators 

will allow the specialists to have relevant equipment 

samples; perform manipulations without any risk for 

health; reduce training time by means of automation the 

operation process involving tools; application of  various 

scenarios for  the learner’s skills development and his 

thinking strategies in non-standard situations. The study 

does not provide any statistical data on the studied object, 

the global experience of similar systems application and 

the experimental results are poorly described; that makes 

it difficult to reproduce the experiment and apply its 

results in order to improve the presented techniques. 

 

 

3. METHOD 
 

Augmented Reality (AR) overlays virtual 3-Dimensional 

(3D) objects on the real-world and gets inside training 

and education [16-17] area. 

AR is a set of innovative techniques (e.g., real- time 

data acquisition, human computer interaction, scene 

capture, real- time tracking and registration, etc.), and can 

augment the view of physical world by embedding 

computer-generated elements or objects [18-19]. The 

goal of this technology is to put the virtual world on the 

screen and interact with it in real world [20]. 

With the advent of augmented reality (AR), the 

tendency to capitalize on immersive AR applications to 

create enabling environments for visualizing complex 

situations in the workplace, building knowledge on risk 

prevention and training has become apparent. AR 

technology can meet the goal of improving human 

perception of virtual prototyping with real objects. This 

gives the virtual world an improved connection with the 

real world, while maintaining the flexibility of the virtual 

world [21]. Via AR, the real environment can be 

augmented with text, labels, models, and videos, which 

will conduce to fewer mistakes, faster speed, and higher 

quality of the service process. 

Instead of simply interacting with 3D content in a 

purely computer environment, users are now able to 

realize an extremely exciting, holistic and realistic 

experience based on synthesized digital and physical 

information about the world presented using more 

sophisticated software and hardware [22-23]. 

The use of augmented reality technologies in oil 

facilities is not so widespread, and is just about to be  

implemented. This is due to uncertainty in the technical 

aspects associated with the use and maintenance of 

systems based on augmented reality technology. In 

connection with the above, in the near future the most 

popular solution in the field of augmented reality will be 

to provide maintenance personnel with information on 

the operation of the technological system, equipment 

design, and the way to maintain it in case of malfunction. 

If the current situation has not the described solution, 

then there is a possibility to connect specialist to the 

process remotely, who is able to examine the collected 

data quickly, provide the equipment visual inspection by 

means of camera in the headset and give detailed 

recommendations for troubleshooting. The specialist can 

give his recommendations on the screen and a person at 

site will see on the display equipped with AR [24]. 

Previously, such a situation required to call a 

specialist, studying instructions and regulatory 

documents, as well as lengthy correspondence with 

technical specialists and designers in case of an unusual 

situation. 

The study examines the augmented reality technology 

effectiveness for oil pumps servicing. According to the 

method used in the study, the effectiveness analysis is 

carried out as follows: 

1. Determination of the object to study. The 

research object should have several properties: it is a part 

of the technological process, service operations with the 

object are complex, i.e. its servicing implies a complex 

algorithm; moreover, the object should be of wide 

application at oil and gas industry facilities. 

2. The object servicing algorithm development. 

When developing this servicing algorithm, the following 

manipulations with the object are mandatory: 

assembly/disassembly from any existing technological 

installation, the equipment parts replacement, the 

equipment actual status assessment according to the 

process parameters in real time mode. 

3. Testing system components. At this stage, it 

checks the health of the system as a whole, the health of 

data transmission channels, as well as the health of 

individual system modules and the health of the modules 

in conjunction with each other. 

4. Determination of the system efficiency. At this 

stage, the test was carried out with four groups of people: 

the first (No. 1) had only instructions to use on hand, the 

second (No. 2) used only the internal recommendations 

of the system, the third (No. 3) used only the help of an 

expert, and the fourth (No. 4) used internal 

recommendations and, if necessary, contacted the expert. 

During the experiment, some of the most important 

functions and actions for each group recorded the 

execution time of each operation. Function 1 - 

dismantling the pump, function 2 - removing the 

coupling guard, function 3 - removing two halves of the 

clutch, function 4 - removing the pin, function 5 - 

dismantling the engine section. 

Thus, we expect to get a numerical expression of 

effectiveness for every of these four ways of the 

augmented reality application, by fixing the execution 

time of each function for each group of experimenters. 

Herewith, the method No1 that allows using only 

manuals for servicing and Internet does not use the 
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augmented reality system functionality; therefore, it is 

given as a standard for service comparison before the 

system is implemented and after its implementation. 

Method No 4, where for pump servicing they use just the 

expert assistance is also an extreme option. This is 

because in this method the augmented reality system 

provides the possibility of “single window” and a “single 

point of view” between the service engineer and the 

expert and then the expert, totally involved in the service 

process, obviously is not able to increase the system 

efficiency. 

 

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The research team of Saint-Petersburg Mining University 

had carried out work on creating an AR application for 

servicing the Grundfos vertical electric centrifugal pump 

(CR15-4 A-FGJ-AE-HQQE) of the oil transfer 

demonstration unit (Figure 3). The laboratory unit 

consists of two tanks and pumps those transfer liquid 

from one tank to another, a heat exchanger, valves, 

sensors and actuators.  

The system consists of four modules (Figure 4). The 

first one is the laboratory unit module. It consists of 

control elements and equipment which help collecting 

the technological processes data, acquire  and transmit it 

to a higher level. For the purpose of implementation, the 

basic unified protocols should be used for low level 

equipment [25]. The OPC-protocols are used for 

integration in the system. The second module is data 

acquisition and storage. It is an important module and it 

combines different modules together. For example, the 

module of augment reality cannot be connected with 

controller and SCADA-system without this module 

element. The third module is the additional software. It 

can be used for linking AR-software and different 

analytical modules. For example, the analytical module 

can analyze the quality, and predict the quantity of 

maintenance, it can evaluate the service engineer's 

actions and advise them, etc. All the analytical functions 

are based on the high level calculations capacity. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Laboratory unit 

 
Figure 4. The system structure 

 

 

Therefore, the divided architecture is more flexible and 

capable to adapt compared to a single one. The AR-

system uses not just the technological system data, it can 

use the ERP-system data and other one. The other 

example of the analytical module is the maintenance 

steps templating inside the system. Many typical 

functions are realized in each maintenance project. 

Similar actions can be templated. Prior to the new project 

implementation, the system at the first step searches for  

the actions template. If the template is absent, you add 

this action as a new action, or change the template.  The 

third module helps to link AR-module with other 

modules and systems. The fourth module is the AR-

system software. It can be implemented on the different 

software platforms. In this project, The Unity with 

Vufiria is used.  

The pump was dismantled by a technical specialist, 

each step was marked and recorded for further algorithm 

development. Then, the pump was assembled back 

recording the actions sequence. The assembly / 

disassembly algorithm was used to write a pump 

maintenance procedure for various technological 

operations on replacing consumables or cleaning 

deposits. 

Figures 5 shows the system operation. Using the 

developed application, it is possible to carry out the unit/ 

disassembly of the pump, assembly/ disassembly, 

monitor installation parameters, study the documentation 

and fill out a report (Figure 5). 

 

 

 
Figure 5. The start window of the system 
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If it is necessary to repair the pump or carry out 

maintenance, and if the site service is impossible, the 

system will tell you what needs to be done to disconnect 

the pump from the production line (Figure 6). 

To control the process parameters, the head of the 

workshop (unit) or someone else has no need to get up or 

call the operator room. All parameters of the sensors can 

be seen in the field, even if they are not indicated in field 

(Figure 7). 

During the equipment repair (maintenance), there is 

no need to use paper instructions. All the necessary 

documentation and instructions are digitized and appear 

step-by-step, prompting not only the actions necessary to 

perform, but also the necessary tool for this (Figure 8). 

Then remove the coupling guard which is shown on 

Figure 9. 

At the next step remove the coupling assembly, 

unscrew 2 screws on each side of the coupling. Remove 

two halves of the clutch, which is already in a collapsible 

condition, Figure 10. 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Removing pump from laboratory unit 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Processes parameters 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Unscrew  two screws of coupling guard 

 

 
Figure 9. Removing the coupling guard 

 

 

Now, open the way to the pin which connects the 

central and motor parts of the pump. Pull out the pin 

(Figure 11). 

At this stage, the motor section (shown in Figure 12) 

is not connected to other parts of the pump, therefore, we 

take it out. At this step, the first stages of the analysis has 

been completed, and further actions will be finalized in 

the next version of the program. The pump is assemble 

by the reverse order (Figure 12). 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Removing two halves of the clutch 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Removing the pin 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Dismantling the engine section 
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The system developed several functions, the main 

ones of which are: 

1. Visualization of user actions (tested in three forms - in 

the form of a video file, on a 3D team model displayed 

on top of a service part, in the form of highlighting 

(highlighting with light and color on a real object) of 

parts that require attention of service personnel (for 

example, highlight bolts, which you need to unscrew and 

the desired type of tool) 

2. Display of process parameters - process parameters in 

real time and their values in history (in the form of trends 

or tables) 

3. Displaying expert advice or creeping line tips 

4. The possibility of video communication with the 

expert directly (organization of a single viewing window 

for the expert and service engineer) 

5. The possibility of audio communication with an 

expert. 

6. Information output of third-party applications and 

software modules (analytics, documentation of service 

information, etc.) 

 

 

5. RESULTS 
 

1. The object to study was to determine pump efficiency. 

It was a Grundfos vertical electric centrifugal pump 

(CR15-4 A-FGJ-AE-HQQE). Electrical centrifugal 

pumps are very popular and widely-spread in oil 

industry. Therefore, the testing of popular species of 

pumps is very important for this study.  

2.The object servicing algorithm was developed.  

3. The augmented reality system was developed and 

realized. 

4. The system components were tested  

5.The system efficiency was determined. 
The test was carried out with four groups of people: 

the first (No. 1) had on hand only instructions to use, the 

second (No. 2) used only the internal recommendations 

of the system, the third (No. 3) used only the help of an 

expert, and the fourth (No. 4) used internal 

recommendations and, if necessary, contacted the expert. 

During the experiment, some of the most important 

functions and actions for each group recorded the 

execution time of each operation. Function 1- 

dismantling the pump, function 2- removing the coupling 

guard, function 3- removing two halves of the clutch, 

function 4- removing the pin, function 5- dismantling the 

engine section. The results of the system test are 

presented in Table 1. 

 

 
6. DISCUSSION 
 

The main hypothesis of the work is HM: The augmented 

reality system reduces the time for maintenance of oil  

TABLE 1. Results of experiments 

Group                                     

Number 

Function  

Number 

No 1, 

time, 

sec 

No 2, 

time, 

sec 

No 3, 

time, 

sec 

No 4, 

time, 

sec 

Experiment 1 

1 178 140 194 131 

2 96 37 120 40 

3 180 124 170 154 

4  94 35 110 25 

5 80 80 70 75 

Total time 628 416 664 425 

Experiment 2 

1 194 154 120 147 

2 120 40 35 45 

3 210 132 142 164 

4 90 45 20 30 

5 75 74 42 80 

Total tme 689 445 359 466 

Experiment 3 

1 210 135 190 175 

2 95 55 110 40 

3 196 120 170 165 

4 87 40 80 35 

5 98 62 65 73 

Total time 686 412 615 488 

Experiment 4 

1 180 152 110 156 

2 92 45 30 37 

3 214 137 145 152 

4 84 38 27 40 

5 115 53 45 71 

Total time 685 425 357 456 

 

 

pumps. To prove this hypothesis, we put forward a 

number of auxiliary hypotheses. Hypothesis 1: the 

maximum time for system maintenance will be spent by 

group No. 1 (the group that serviced the pump only in 

accordance with the paper instructions). Hypothesis 1 

was not confirmed in the first experiment. It turned out 

that group No. 1, which serviced the pump only in 

accordance with paper instructions, served the pump 

faster than the group that used only the help of an expert 

(No. 3). They wasted 628 and 664 seconds, respectively. 

Analyzing the results, it was found that this was caused 

by the fact that at first the subjects tried to figure it out 
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themselves and only in case of failure they used the help 

of an expert. Therefore, as a result, they spent more time 

than everyone else did. Hypothesis 1 has been adjusted 

and hypothesis 2 has been put forward: the maximum 

time for system maintenance will be spent by group No. 

1 if group No. 3 (which used only expert help) will be 

given instructions to use expert help immediately. 

Hypothesis 2 was confirmed. In the second and fourth 

experiment, group 3 completed the task faster than 

everyone else did. However, at the same time, an expert 

was constantly involved; that is actually not the best 

solution. The fact that the group that used the internal 

instructions of the system and the expert' s help at the 

same time involved the expert in all experiments only 

once could be considered as a proof. At the same time, 

the time to complete the task is not significantly longer 

than that in the group using only the experts help. 

Another hypothesis was hypothesis 3: a group that used 

internal recommendations and, if necessary, contacted 

the expert (No. 4) would complete the task faster than a 

group that used only system recommendations (No. 2). 

This hypothesis has been disproved. In all experiments, 

the group that used only the internal recommendations of 

the system (No. 2) completed the task faster than group 

No. 4. a number of reasons could be the cause of this: 

first, people in the fourth group reacted more slowly to 

the prompts of the system as a whole, and the second 

factor, the ability to contact an expert relaxed the 

participants and they turned to him even when it was not 

necessary and spent more time on the assignment. Group 

No. 1 presents an imitation of the work of service 

engineers without using an augmented reality system. In 

all four experiments, she showed the worst results 

compared to the averaged results for other groups. This 

fact is a proof of the main hypothesis - the Augmented 

Reality system reduces the time for maintenance of oil 

pumps. 

 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In the era of information technologies development, more 

and more digital solutions find their application in 

industry, in particular oil and gas industry. One of the 

solutions is AR Augmented Reality Technology. The 

results show the effectiveness of using augmented reality 

technology for servicing oil pumps. Provided that there 

is a complete description of all the actions that must be 

performed during maintenance, visualization gives a 

significant reduction in the time spent on servicing one 

unit of pumping equipment. Connecting to an expert help 

system gives conflicting results, if there is a complete 

instruction, expert help increases the time it takes to carry 

out actions, but in situations of emergency and beyond 

the scope of the instructions, expert help will 

significantly increase the overall performance of the 

system.  

In further studies, according to the authors, it is 

necessary to further develop mechanisms involving an 

expert in the pump maintenance system. The correct 

distribution of the expert’s time, the development of 

manipulators that can remotely carry out certain actions 

by the hands of a service engineer and the organization 

of a single view of the object are relevant issues for 

further research. In addition, there are others actual terms 

for future research, including  the integration with other 

systems, positioning, markers, date storage and analysis 

etc. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
 ی مستثن کامالً را یانسان عامل تواندینم کارکنان تیصالحرد. لیکن، گذایم ریتأث دیتول یمنیا بر میمستق طور به  دهندمی انجام را یکیتکنولوژ یندهاایفر که کارکنانی تیصالح

 یفناور ن یا از یانمونه  افزوده تیواقع  ی فناور.  ببرند نی ب از ای رسانده اقلحد به را  دیتول یمن یا بر ی انسان عامل ر یتأث توانندی م که دارد وجود یادیز یهای ورافن امروزه.  کند

 یطوالن زمان  مدت  در که  دارند شگرفی یهتجرب های فناور نیارسیده است.   توسعه از یدیجد سطح به یصنعت یهایفناور و افزوده تیواقع  یهایفناور ادغام،  امروزه .است

 یبرا یی مبنا تواندی م و آوردی م ارمغان به شرکت  ی برا را ی اضاف سود ،ردیگی م قرار دسترس  در  تجربه یسازپارچه کی و  بیترک توسط  دیجد سطح نی ا  .است  شده انباشته

 تیواقع  ستم یس ایی کار مورد در  ق یتحق منظوربه .دهدی م نشان را ینفت ی ها پمپ ینگهدار و افزوده تیواقع  یفناور بیترک از یانمونه مقاله  نیا. باشد دیجد کامالً یهایفناور

 یشگاهیآزما واحد.  شد استفاده Grundfos (CR15-4 A-FGJ-AE-HQQE) یبرق یعمود مرکز از ز یگر پمپ با یشگاهیآزما واحد از  روغن پمپ ینگهدار یبرا افزوده

 ستمیس شیآزما .شد ایجاد روغن پمپ سیسرو تمیالگور .است قیتحق نیا هدف یشگاهیآزما واحد نیا روغن پمپ  .است روغن یپیوسته یندهاای فر از یکی یکیزیف مدل کی

 کمک به فقط سوم یدسته ،ستمیس یداخل یهاهیتوص از فقط دوم گروه دست، در یهادستورالعمل از فقط اول یدسته  :است شده انجام افراد از گروه چهار با هاتمیالگور و

 ینگهدار یبرا افزوده تیواقع  یفناوردقت   و یوربهره  جینتا  .گرفتندرا به کار می   کارشناس  با تماس لزوم صورت  در و یداخل یهاهیتوص چهارم گروه و متخصص کی

 . دهدیم نشان را   شمال قطب دورافتاده طیشرا در شده کار زات یتجه یبرا ژهیوبه ،یصنعت زات یتجه
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